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Objectives for the day:
• The Canadian Land Trust Standards and Practices have undergone
important revisions to better reflect the maturity of the land trust
community in Canada and recent legislation changes.
• Overview of new S&Ps
• S&P knowledge sharing from LT experiences

• This is an interactive session to discuss the implementation of S&Ps
including areas of success and challenges you are facing in your
organization.
• Two workshop style session and then breakout groups to help us
gather data from you experiences.
• Introductions

What are the S&P?
Best practices
• Created in 2005, the Canadian Land Trust Standards and
Practices are the ethical and technical guidelines for the
responsible operation of a land trust in Canada
Internationally-recognized

• The CLT S&P were modified from the 2004 U.S. Land Trust
Standards and Practices with the authorization of the LTA
 LTA originally developed the Land Trust Standards and
Practices in 1989 at the urging of land trust practitioners
who believed a strong land trust community depends on the
credibility and effectiveness

What are the S&Ps for?

• Chaos. In Greek mythology, Chaos or
Khaos is the primeval state of
existence from which the
first gods appeared. In other words,
the dark void of space.
• Definition (Merriam Webster):
• 1a: a state of utter confusion

Who is responsible for the
S&P in Canada?
• Canadian Land Trust Alliance. CLTA is the only
official licensee for the S&P since 2005
 The Land Trust Standards and Practices is the property of the U.S. LTA
 CLTA has been granted the permission to change appropriate sections so
that it reflects Canada’s needs, legislation and context
 CLTA must proceed with its revision when LTA determines the need to revise
the Land Trust Standards and Practices
 LTA released a major revision of the Land Trust Standards and Practices in
February 2017 and has recommended a revision to the Canadian version
 LTA must approve any revision to make sure the Canadian modifications are
not weakening the integrity of the Land Trust Standards and Practices

What were the objectives of the
revision?
• Maintain the already established consistency in the professional
standards of the conservation sector while ensuring S&P stay tailored to
Canada’s context

• Integrate and benefit from lessons learned from our international
peers, and strengthen the credibility and effectiveness of the
Canadian land trust community
 U.S. land trusts have 3 decades of experienced with the S&Ps, and Canada
has a lot to learn from their experience using and implementing the S&Ps
 In preparation for the 2017 U.S. S&P, LTA has reviewed and discussed more
than 1,600 comments from land trusts staff and experts throughout the U.S.,
so that the revised S&P would be more applicable to today’s work and issues

Revised Standards and Practices posted
January 2019
• The land trust community in Canada benefits from
more readable, accessible and up-to-date industry
standards.
• They will help land trusts to uphold public trust,
and build stronger and more effective land
conservation programs.
• While the Canadian Land Trust Standards and
Practices are designed primarily for land trusts
with charitable status, they also provide
important guidance for any organization or
government agency that holds lands or
conservation agreements for the benefit of the
public.

Who benefits from the S&P?
• Adopting and implementing the CLT S&P benefits:
 Important land trust client groups, including landowners, donors and funders, who
benefit from more effective and efficient land trusts
 The land trust community, which benefits from a commitment across the sector to
excellence and continuous improvement
 The individual land trusts that commit to pursuing continuous improvement

• The adoption of CLT S&P is voluntary for land trusts
to exist and operate
 However, the adoption is a mandatory eligibility requirement for at least two federal
programs: the Ecological Gifts Program (EGP) and the Natural Area Conservation
Program (NACP)

OLTA Members – current resolution
The Ontario Land Trust Alliance (OLTA) requires that all members of OLTA
accept the Canadian Land Trust Standards and Practices as their guiding
principles. Some public or private funders also ask for this statement.
• WHEREAS, the [organization] has reviewed the Canadian Land Trust
Standards and Practices as currently published by the Canadian Land
Trust Alliance in 2005, and
• WHEREAS, the [organization] agrees the Canadian Land Trust Standards
and Practices are the ethical and technical guidelines for the responsible
operation of a land trust;
• NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Board of Directors of the
[organization], hereby accepts the Canadian Land Trust Standards and
Practices as guidelines for operations of the organization, commits to
making continual progress toward implementation of the Standards and
Practices

How we use the Standards & Practices
• Additional possible wording:
o agrees to participate in learning and evaluation as part of its
ongoing commitment to OLTA membership and the Standards and
Practices
• Evidence of ongoing progress - Funding programs likely to continue to
look at compliance for land trusts as a requirement for funding.
• OLTA Initiatives –
o Survey, evaluation, review of status, identifying gaps and needs
o Building a library of best practice with land trust assistance
o Accreditation (Stds 1-7)

Building Land Trust organizational credibility and effectiveness

OLTA Activities
Initial survey results:
• 17 out of 35 - workshops and follow up questionnaire aim to
capture more responses.
• Implementation (Rank: 1 (not at all) to 5 (completely
implemented)): Average score across organization for all
standards and practices where data was requested - 4.1
• Highest compliance – Standard 2 Compliance with Laws
• Lowest compliance – CEA partial or full extinguishment (majority
of respondents in compliance.
• Priority standards most organizations requested additional
support were also those not being implemented:
• Standards 9 ensuring sound transactions
• Standard 11. Conservation Agreement Stewardship
• Standard 12. Land Stewardship

Obstacles – consistent obstacle quoted was lack of capacity to
develop or implement policies or practices.

Revised Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STANDARD 1 - Ethics, Mission and Community Engagement
STANDARD 2 - Compliance with Laws
STANDARD 3 - Board Accountability
STANDARD 4 - Conflicts of Interest
STANDARD 5 - Fundraising
STANDARD 6 - Financial Oversight
STANDARD 7 - Human Resources
STANDARD 8 - Evaluating and Selecting Conservation Projects
STANDARD 9 - Ensuring Sound Transactions
STANDARD 10 - Tax Benefits and Appraisals
STANDARD 11 - Conservation Agreement Stewardship
STANDARD 12- Land Stewardship

• Presenters will focus on Standards 9, 11 and 12
• Break out groups to allow discussion of specific
questions

Break out Groups
• Two groups - one facilitator (speakers) one scribe in each group
• Work through the following questions (10 mins each)
• Which Standards affect your work most often, why? How do you ensure
compliance for these?
• What evidence can you provide that your org. has adopted S&Ps beyond
board resolution – what other mechanisms would you recommend?
• The Standards that most LTs requested help with in our survey was
Contingency Strategy and Expropriation for both CEA and Land
Stewardship, Amendments for CEAs. How do you address these practices in
your work? Discuss the barriers you have to compliance.

• Final Question (20 mins)
• Other standards – opportunity to share questions. Identify the top five
Practices that are not implemented, only partially implemented for you
(excluding those addressed in Qu. 3. Identify barriers. What
recommendations do you have to address these?
• Come back to main group at 3.20 pm to share responses

Next Steps
• Survey and workshop analysis

• Finish up one-to-one follow up discussion and questionnaires
• Evaluate levels of compliance for land trust to guide future direction (%
in compliance, % in partial compliance etc.)
• Identify priority Standards and specific Practices for further
training/support
• Look at holding focus group discussion for specific Practices
• Summer project collecting best practice examples
• National LT discussion around best practices and national strategy
(Accreditation development?)
• Evaluation forms, other feedback to OLTA.
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